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Abstract Bayesian inference for exponential family ran-
dom graph models (ERGMs) is a doubly-intractable
problem because of the intractability of both the likeli-
hood and posterior normalizing factor. Auxiliary vari-
able based Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) meth-
ods for this problem are asymptotically exact but com-
putationally demanding, and are difficult to extend to
modified ERGM families. In this work, we propose a
kernel-based approximate Bayesian computation algo-
rithm for fitting ERGMs. By employing an adaptive
importance sampling technique, we greatly improve the
efficiency of the sampling step. Though approximate,
our easily parallelizable approach is yields compara-
ble accuracy to state-of-the art methods with substan-
tial improvements in compute time on multi-core hard-
ware. Our approach also flexibly accommodates both
algorithmic enhancements (including improved learn-
ing algorithms for estimating conditional expectations)
and extensions to non-standard cases such as inference
from non-sufficient statistics. We demonstrate the per-
formance of this approach on two well-known network
data sets, comparing its accuracy and efficiency with
results obtained using the approximate exchange algo-
rithm. Our tests show a wallclock time advantage of up
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to 50% with five cores, and the ability to fit models in
1/5th the time at 30 cores; further speed enhancements
are possible when more cores are available.
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1 Introduction
Exponential family random graph models (ERGMs) (Hol-
land and Leinhardt, 1981; Frank and Strauss, 1986; Sni-
jders et al., 2006; Hunter and Handcock, 2006), also
known as p-star models(Wasserman and Pattison, 1996),
are a family of parametric statistical models represent-
ing the complex stochastic processes that govern the
formation of edges between pairs of nodes in a network.
ERGMs have found wide application in many scientific
fields, for example, including (but not limited to) soci-
ology (Srivastava and Banaji, 2011; Smith et al., 2016),
political science (Cranmer and Desmarais, 2011), biol-
ogy (Saul and Filkov, 2007; Grazioli et al., 2019), pub-
lic health (O’Malley, 2013) and neuroscience (Simpson
et al., 2011; Sinke et al., 2016).
Despite remarkable success in network modeling,
parametric inference for ERGMs with complex depen-
dence has been a historical challenge and continues to
offer open problems for current research. The central
challenge stems from the normalizing factor of the ERGM
likelihood, which involves integrating an extremely rough
function over all possible network configurations. While
somewhat ad-hoc methods based on path lengths were
explored in a pre-ERGM context by e.g. Rapoport (1957);
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Fararo and Sunshine (1964); Rapoport (1979), the first
work to investigate inference for random graphs with
dependence structure in a fully modern sense was the
iterative scaling algorithm proposed for the p1 model
(Holland and Leinhardt, 1981), now identified as a sub-
class of ERGMs where the dependence is within each
dyad (i.e. reciprocity). As an attempt to incorporate
higher-order dependence structure, Frank and Strauss
(1986) introduced the Markov graphs, where edge vari-
ables are dependent only if they share a common node;
unfortunately, the accompanying estimation algorithm
based on cumulant approximations was not practical for
use in typical settings. A major advance was made with
Strauss and Ikeda’s (1990) adaptation of the maximum
pseudolikelihood estimation (MPLE) strategy of Besag
(1974)), in which the likelihood is approximated by a
product of full conditional distributions, to the estima-
tion of ERGMs. MPLE is still in use to date in some
applications, being relatively fast, algorithmically con-
venient, and able to provide parameter estimates (albeit
sometimes innaccurate ones) for even badly-specified
models. As an approximation to the MLE, however,
the MPLE is often biased with respect to the mean
value parameter space (which the MLE is not), less ef-
ficient than the MLE, prone to instability, and very
poorly calibrated (Van Duijn et al., 2009). Given these
issues, most subsequent work has focused on attempt-
ing to perform maximum likelihood estimation (MLE).
Fitting general ERGMs using maximum likelihood is
numerically demanding, as the likelihood can only be
specified up to a parameter dependent normalizing con-
stant, making the exact calculation of the MLE ex-
tremely difficult except for extremely small graphs (Von
et al., 2020) or in cases for which the likelihood function
can be analytically simplified (e.g. homogeneous and
inhomogeneous Bernoulli graphs). State-of-the-art fre-
quentist estimation approaches for ERGMs thus hinge
on simulation-based algorithms to obtain high-quality
approximations to the MLE, including Markov chain
Monte Carlo maximum likelihood estimation (MCMC
MLE), originally introduced by (Geyer and Thomp-
son, 1992) and adapted to ERGMs by Handcock et al.
(2003); Hunter and Handcock (2006) and stochastic ap-
proximation (SA), originally introduced by Robbins and
Monro (1951); Pflug (1996) and adapted to ERGMs by
Snijders (2002). Bayesian inference for general ERGMs
is even more challenging and has been historically pro-
hibitive, as the parameter dependent normalizing con-
stant in the likelihood does not cancel out when taking
posterior ratios (as is required e.g. for standard MCMC
strategies). This produces a target distribution which is
termed doubly intractable (Murray et al., 2006), given
the intractability of both the likelihood and the normal-
izing constant of the posterior density, and rendering
conventional sampling schemes (e.g. Metropolis-Hastings
algorithms (Metropolis et al., 1953; Hastings, 1970))
impractical. There have been some recent developments
on asymptotic approximations for ERGMs (Pu et al.,
2015; He and Zheng, 2015), but they are derived for a
very specific set of models employing only permutation
invariant subgraph statistics, typically do not converge
in the sparse graph regime, and cannot be employed for
models with covariate effects or other inhomogeneities.
The development of Bayesian inference has the po-
tential to offer special advantages vis a vis several issues
arising in typical ERGM use cases. Per standard the-
ories of exponential-family models (Barndorff-Nielsen,
1978), the MLE for an ERGM’s parameters does not
exist (i.e., no finite maximizer of the likelihood exists)
when the observed statistics for a given model happen
to lie on the relative boundary of the convex hull of pos-
sible values of the sufficient statistics (Handcock et al.,
2003). This issue is not peculiar to ERGMs, and indeed
is present in all discrete exponential families (including
trivial cases like the binomial model). However, typical
ERGM specifications often include statistics based on
sums of small numbers of sparse binary variables, creat-
ing a high risk of observing at least one extreme statis-
tic. Though this can be partially “patched” by taking
the estimate to be the infinite limit of the parameter in
the direction of recession, the resulting model is over-
confident (e.g., it may predict that ties between two
groups not observed to be in contact are not only rare,
but impossible) and lacks well-defined standard errors.
By contrast, Bayes estimators under suitably regular
priors will are still well-defined in such cases, and will
shrink estimates away from extreme values. As another
example, the standard error of the MLE is currently
obtained by employing the inverse of the Fisher infor-
mation matrix, an approach that is conventionally jus-
tified by asymptotics under replication. In typical use
cases, however, models are based on only one observed
graph, raising questions about the appropriateness of
the underlying theory. While recent results have pro-
vided positive justification for using such approaches for
certain classes of ERGMs (Schweinberger et al., 2019),
and there is empirical evidence showing that the re-
sulting estimates of standard error are similar to that
yielded by parametric bootstrap (Fellows and Hand-
cock, 2012), it is attractive to have alternative frame-
works for quantifying uncertainty that do not depend
on asymptotic assumptions. Bayesian answers regard-
ing uncertainty in parameter estimates are well-defined
even in the finite sample case, and hence provide an
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immediate way of addressing this issue that does not
depend on any particular model specification.
As noted, fully Bayesian inference for ERGMs is a
doubly intractable problem, with both the likelihood
and the normalizing constant of the posterior being in-
feasible to calculate. Early attempts at resolving this
issue were based on conventional Metropolis-Hastings
algorithms in which the likelihood ratio at each itera-
tion is approximated by a linked importance sampler
auxiliary variable algorithm (Koskinen, 2008; Koskinen
et al., 2010). Caimo and Friel (2011) attempted to im-
prove performance by proposing an approximate ver-
sion of the exchange algorithm (Murray et al., 2006)
to draw posterior samples of model parameters. This
approximate exchange algorithm has become the state-
of-the-art approach to Bayesian inference for ERGMs,
with the potential to yield high-quality posterior draws,
but the algorithm can be very expensive to use due to
the need to serially draw high-quality ERGM simula-
tions in an auxiliary chain at each iteration. Bouranis
et al. (2017) introduce an approximate method to the
approximate exchange sampler by calibrating the pos-
terior samples drawn from a “pseudo-posterior” – where
the exact ERGM likelihood is replaced by a tractable
approximation (e.g. the pseudo-likelihood) – via an affine
transformation that requires the existence of the mode
of likelihood (i.e. MLE) and a Monte-Carlo approxima-
tion of the gradient and curvature around the mode of
likelihood (i.e. MCMC-MLE if MLE cannot be solved
precisely). Pseudo-posteriors are also employed by Grazi-
oli et al. (2019), who instead obtain posterior draws
using a “Bayesian bootstrap” procedure; though com-
putationally efficient, this approach is limited to cases
in which large numbers of graphs are observed from
the same generating process. As these examples sug-
gest, the existing approaches to Bayesian inference for
ERGMs are, broadly speaking, either limited to rela-
tively special cases or computationally expensive, non-
parallelizable, and difficult to extend to new settings
(e.g., ERGMs with endogenous vertex sets (Almquist
and Butts, 2014) or inference from non-sufficient statis-
tics) without substantial re-engineering of the underly-
ing algorithms. This hence remains an area of active
research, with substantial room for new techniques.
In this article, we consider another possible direc-
tion for fast Bayesian estimation of ERGM parame-
ters by proposing a parallelizable kernelized approxi-
mate Bayesian computation (K-ABC) algorithm. We
show that the proposed algorithm can yield comparable
estimates to the gold-standard approximate exchange
sampler, with significantly reduced computational time
when multiple cores are available. We discuss the choice
of distance measure, kernel functions, bandwidth selec-
tion, and offer some guidance on selecting optimal set-
tings. We also show the inherent connection between
the proposed algorithm and Kernel Bayes’ rule (KBR)
(Fukumizu et al., 2011), offering an interpretation of
the resulting estimates from a kernel regression per-
spective. The KBR interpretation provides a more di-
rect route to obtaining estimates of posterior moments,
and also suggests the opportunity to exploit develop-
ments in machine learning (e.g., kernelized WLS) to
obtain improved posterior approximations.
The outline of the remainder of this article is as fol-
lows. In Section 1, we give an introduction to the expo-
nential random graph models along with some simula-
tion and computational methods that serve as building
blocks for the proposed method. In Section 2, we pro-
pose our parallelizable kernelized approximate Bayesian
computation (K-ABC) algorithm for fast Bayesian esti-
mation of ERGMs, and provide implementation details.
In Section 4, we describe the application of our ap-
proach in the context of two benchmark social network
datasets of varying sizes, showing the accuracy and
computational efficiency of our algorithm compared to
approximate exchange algorithm, which is the current
”gold standard” for Bayesian inference of ERGMs. We
discuss possible future extensions of the proposed algo-
rithm in Section 5 and conclude in Section 6.
2 Exponential family random graph models
Consider a random adjacency matrix Y representing
a graph on node set N = {1, 2, · · · , n}, in which each
element Yij = 1 or 0 indicates the presence or absence of
a tie between node i and j. For simplicity in exposition,
we here consider graphs and digraphs without multiplex
edges or loops, and let Yn be the set of all such networks
on n nodes. We write the probability mass function
(pmf) of Y taking a particular configuration y, in the
form of exponential family as
p(y|θ) = exp{θᵀg(y)− ψ(θ)} (1)
where g : Yn → Rp is a vector of user-defined sufficient
statistics capturing network features of interest, which
may implicitly incorporate covariates that are measured
on the nodes or dyads; θ = (θ1, · · · , θp) ∈ Θ ⊆ Rp
is the vector of model parameters. In general, com-
putation involving this PMF (1) is challenging due to
the intractable nature of the log-partition function (i.e.
normalizing factor), ψ(θ) = log
∑
y′∈Yn exp
{
θᵀg(y′)
}
,
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which involves the summation of 2(
n
2) non-negative terms
for any value of θ. Note that 2(
n
2) is an astronomically
large number even for moderate n (e.g., for n = 15 there
are 4.1 ×1031 terms) and hence the direct evaluation of
such summation is prohibitive for all but trivially small
graphs; more importantly, θᵀg(y) is in general an ex-
tremely rough function over Yn, making naive Monte
Carlo strategies or other simple approximations inef-
fective.
In some cases, it is useful to think of ERGMs in
terms of distributions on collections of edge variables
instead of on graphs. Specifically, let D denote the set
of all pairs of dyads on N . For directed networks, D =
{(i, j)|i, j ∈ N , i 6= j}, while for undirected networks,
D = {(i, j)|i, j ∈ N , i < j}. Yij can then be viewed
as an indicator for the event that the (i, j) element of
D contains an edge. Note that |D| ∼ O(n2), and hence
ERGMs provide a compact way of representing the joint
distribution of O(n2) correlated (binary) random vari-
ables.
The development of computational approaches for
ERGMs is briefly reviewed in section 1; in this section,
we focus on the technical details of the methods that
serve as building blocks of and points of comparison
for the proposed ABC-based algorithm. For additional
technical details regarding other conventional compu-
tational approaches, we refer the interested readers to
the review of Hunter et al. (2012).
2.1 Maximum pseudolikelihood estimation
An approximate approach to maximum likelihood es-
timation for ERGMs is based on the pseudolikelihood
function (Strauss and Ikeda, 1990),
p(y|θ) ≈ fPL(y|θ) =
∏
(i,j)∈D
p(yij |y−ij ,θ). (2)
(2) is simply the product of full conditional distribu-
tions, as we can see from the conditional specification
of the ERGM PMF,
logit
{
p(yij = 1|y−ij ,θ)
}
= log
p(yij = 1|y−ij ,θ)
p(yij = 0|y−ij ,θ)
= θᵀ
{
g(y+ij)− g(y−ij)
}
= θᵀ∆i,jg(y) (3)
where ∆i,jg(y) = g(y
+
ij)−g(y−ij) are the so-called change
statistics associated with the dyad (i, j), representing
the change in sufficient statistics when yij is toggled
from 0 (y−ij) to 1 (y
+
ij) with the rest of the network
remaining unchanged. Following (2), the log pseudo-
likelihood can be written as
log fPL(y|θ) =
∑
(i,j)∈D
[
yij logit
{
p(yij = 1|y−ij ,θ)
}
+
log
{
1− p(yij = 1|y−ij ,θ)
} ]
=
∑
(i,j)∈D
[
yijθ
ᵀ∆ijg(y)−
log
{
1 + exp(θᵀ∆ijg(y))
} ]
(4)
Note that (4) is no different from the likelihood of a lo-
gistic regression where yij are the responses and∆ijg(y)
as the corresponding row in the model matrix, facilitat-
ing fast estimation. For exponential family distributions
with log-likelihood `(θ), the estimate of standard error
is based on the inverse of Fisher information matrix
I−1(θ), where
I(θ) = Eθ[∇`(θ)∇`(θ)ᵀ] = V arθ[g(Y )]. (5)
Note that under the pseudolikelihood framework, we
substitute log fPL(y|θ) for the true log-likelihood `(θ) ≡
log p(y|θ), where y is omitted for the convenience of
notation. In fact, pseudolikelihood is a special form of
composite likelihood (Lindsay, 1988), which is a more
general class of inference functions used to approximate
complex likelihoods (see Varin et al., 2011, for a review).
Despite the empirical observations that MPLE can be
unstable and leads to biased standard errors (Van Duijn
et al., 2009) (especially for models with strong dyadic
dependence), it has been the default choice for the ini-
tial value in MCMC MLE. There is also promising work
on using bootstrapped MPLE to construct confidence
intervals (Schmid and Desmarais, 2017) for large and
sparse networks, as the MPLE is usually close to the
MLE in such cases (Desmarais and Cranmer, 2010).
2.2 Simulation Methods
More advanced estimation techniques, including simulation-
based methods for finding maximum likelihood esti-
mates, as well as Bayesian methods, require sampling
from the ERGM distribution. To simulate from p(y|θ),
Snijders (2002) proposed to use a Metropolis-Hastings
sampling procedure: given a proposal y′ from density
q(y′|y), accept with probability
α = min
(
1,
q(y|y′)p(y′|θ)
q(y′|y)p(y|θ)
)
= min
(
1,
q(y|y′)
q(y′|y) exp
{
θᵀ(g(y′)− g(y))}). (6)
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Based on (3), note that if we restrict q(y′|y) > 0 only if∑
(i,j)∈D 1(y
′
ij 6= yij) equals one, i.e. only the networks
that can be constructed by toggling exactly one dyad
from y are allowed to be proposed, then g(y′) − g(y)
reduces to ±∆ijg(y) with the sign depending on the
direction of the toggle.1 To avoid unnecessary compu-
tational cost spent on highly improbable graphs, the
starting point y(0) of the sampling is usually set as the
observed network yobs (if available). Furthermore, as
opposed to the basic MCMC algorithm in which each
dyad is selected to be toggled uniformly at random, the
adoption of asymmetric proposals have been demon-
strated to be more favorable for sparse graphs. For ex-
ample, the “TNT” (tie-no-tie) sampler implemented as
default in the ergm package for R (Morris et al., 2008),
while the “OTNT”( open triangle-tie-no tie) (Wang and
Atchade´, 2014) has been shown to improve performance
in clustered networks, and the improved fixed density
(IFD) sampler has been shown to be a promising tool
for large, sparse networks (Byshkin et al., 2016). Specif-
ically, the “TNT” sampler selects an edge or null to tog-
gle with respective probability 1/2 (instead of the graph
density, which is close to 0 for a sparse graph) at each
iteration, which often leads to better mixing in the typ-
ical case of ERGMs that concentrate probability mass
on sparse graphs. The above MCMC routines produce a
sequence of networks
{
y(0), · · · , y(T )
}
, of which the ini-
tial part is highly dependent on the starting point (net-
work) and hence is usually discarded as burn-in. These
are referred to as the auxiliary iterations required be-
fore a simulated network can be claimed as a random
draw from p(y|θ). Exact sampling from ERGMs is also
possible at a higher computational cost (Butts, 2018),
and non-MCMC approximate samplers have also been
proposed (Butts, 2015).
2.3 Bayesian inference for ERGMs
We consider the Bayesian treatment of ERGM infer-
ence as introduced by Koskinen (2004). Given observed
network yobs, and prior distribution pi(θ) placed on θ,
the full posterior distribution of θ is
pi(θ|yobs) = p(y
obs|θ)pi(θ)∫
p(yobs|θ)pi(θ)dθ
∝ p(yobs|θ)pi(θ) (7)
1 Gibbs sampling is also trivial here, as described by Sni-
jders (2002), but is generally less efficient.
where
∫
p(yobs|θ)pi(θ)dθ is the marginal probability of
data, which is often intractable as a (potentially) high-
dimensional integral for general models.
Standard MCMC approaches, e.g. the Metropolis-
Hastings (MH) algorithm can address intractable nor-
malizing constants of a posterior density as long as the
posterior density of interest is known up to a constant.
However, the likelihood itself is only known up to a
parameter dependent constant ψ(θ), and hence leads
to the so-called “doubly-intractable” problem, which
cannot be dealt with an naive implementation of MH
or other conventional MCMC algorithms designed for
models with tractable likelihood functions. This gap
has led to the development of a body of MCMC ap-
proaches that by design generate samples from doubly-
intractable posterior densities, most of which rely on
augmenting the posterior density so that the augmented
posterior probability distribution is easy to sample from.
The exchange algorithm has evolved as a popular
approach for tackling problems with intractable likeli-
hood such as the Ising and Potts models (Møller et al.,
2006; Murray et al., 2006). The exchange algorithm
samples from the augmented distribution,
pi(θ′, y′,θ|yobs) ∝ p(yobs|θ)pi(θ)q(θ′|θ)p(y′|θ′) (8)
where p(yobs|θ) and p(y′|θ′) involve the same distribu-
tional family but with different parameter values. The
distribution q(θ′|θ) is any distribution for augmented
variable θ′ which might depend on θ, for example, a ran-
dom walk centered at θ. Sampling auxiliary variables
on an extended state space allows the normalizing con-
stants in likelihood to be cancelled in the Metropolis-
Hastings acceptance probability,
α = min
(
1,
p(θ′)p(yobs|θ′)q(θ|θ′)p(y′|θ)
p(θ)p(yobs|θ)q(θ′|θ)p(y′|θ′)
)
= min
(
1,
p(θ′)q(θ|θ′)
p(θ)q(θ′|θ) exp
{
(θ′ − θ)ᵀ(g(yobs)− g(y′))
})
,
(9)
which is tractable and therefore the Metropolis-Hastings
type algorithm operating on the augmented state space
is applicable to general ERGMs by design. However,
the exact exchange algorithm requires exact simula-
tion of the auxiliary variable y′ from the likelihood,
which is typically infeasible for general ERGMs. The
approximate exchange algorithm (AEA) of Caimo and
Friel (2011) modifies the original exchange algorithm
by substituting MCMC-based approximate samples for
exact draws. Specifically, the “tie-no-tie” (TNT) sam-
pler (Morris et al., 2008) was advocated as a more ef-
ficient approach to simulate from ERGM likelihood at
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each MCMC iteration, according to the implementation
in bergm function from the R package Bergm (Caimo
and Friel, 2014). The default implementation of ap-
proximate exchange algorithm in Bergm package uses
the idea of adaptive direction sampling (ADS) method
(Gilks et al., 1994; ter Braak and Vrugt, 2008) from
Population Monte Carlo to propose “parallel ADS” move
to improve the mixing, and the default number of chains
is set to be twice the number of model parameters.
3 Approximate Bayesian Computation for
ERGMs
In this paper, we focus on alternatives to exchange
sampling based on kernel methods and approximate
Bayesian computation. ABC has emerged as a power-
ful tool for (approximate) Bayesian analysis of complex
models for which the likelihood p(y|θ) is unavailable
or computationally intractable but where simulation
of Y |θ is feasible (Pritchard et al., 1999; Beaumont
et al., 2002; Marjoram et al., 2003; Sisson and Fan,
2011; Marin et al., 2012; Sisson et al., 2018).
In approximate Bayesian computation (ABC), infer-
ence is concerned with the partial posterior distribution
pi(θ|sobs) (Doksum and Lo, 1990),
pi(θ|sobs) = p(s
obs)|θ)pi(θ)∫
p(sobs)|θ)pi(θ)dθ , (10)
where sobs ≡ S(yobs) represents a vector of d-dimensional
summary statistics computed from the observed data
yobs. The classical rejection ABC (R-ABC) (see Algo-
rithm 1) approximates the partial posterior distribution
pi(θ|sobs) by
piABCh (θ|sobs) ∝
∫
1(
∥∥∥s∗ − sobs∥∥∥ 6 h)p(s∗|θ)pi(θ)ds∗.
(11)
and proceeds by first drawing N values θ(i), i =
1, · · · , N from the prior distribution pi and then simu-
lating data from the likelihood p(y|θ(i)), retaining those
θ(i) with
∥∥∥s(i) − sobs∥∥∥ 6 h (h > 0, usually a sufficiently
small number to control the precision of the approxi-
mation) under some distance metric ‖·‖. The underly-
ing idea (based on the work of Rubin (1984)) is that
θ(i) is unlikely to have generated the observed data, if∥∥∥s(i) − sobs∥∥∥ is large. Such algorithms converge to the
exact posterior when h → 0 and s contains all suffi-
cient statistics, because the posterior pi(θ|sobs) can be
regarded as a slice of the joint distribution pi(θ, s) at
s = sobs. A somewhat deeper observation (which we
will exploit below) is that R-ABC is a form of ker-
nel method, in which a uniform kernel with respect
to the metric ‖·‖ with bandwidth h used to perform
a simulation-based analog of kernel regression (predict-
ing posterior quantities at sobs). This informal intuition
(which can be made precise, see e.g. Fukumizu et al.,
2011) suggests a number of potential improvements to
the base algorithm, some of which we will leverage here.
In practice, despite being embarrassingly parallel,
a naive implementation of R-ABC can perform poorly
given limited computational resources. In the ERGM
context, two immediate problems arise:
– Under a weakly informative prior, an extremely large
proportion of sampled parameters may generate graphs
nowhere close to the observed graph. For example,
a prior such as a multivariate Gaussian centered
at zero with large standard deviations places most
of its mass in unrealistic regions of the parameter
space: e.g. positive values of the parameter asso-
ciated with the edges term in ERGMs are rarely
seen (when there is no edgecov), as most real-world
network data are sparse (Kolaczyk and Krivitsky,
2015); and large positive values of parameters asso-
ciated with dependence terms such as k-stars, trian-
gles, or shared partners can lead to degenerate prob-
ability distribution on graphs that are not useful for
network modeling (Handcock et al., 2003; Schwein-
berger, 2011). R-ABC algorithms can be very ineffi-
cient under such prior specifications, as the feasible
region for realistic real-world networks in the param-
eter space is often very thin and irregularly-shaped
(Handcock et al., 2003; Rinaldo et al., 2009).
– The distance metric ‖·‖ and the rejection thresh-
old h are determined based on the so-called “ref-
erence table” (simulated parameter-data pairs ob-
tained from a pilot run). The former is usually cho-
sen as a version of weighted Euclidean distance with
the weights being selected to normalize the sum-
mary statistics so that they vary over roughly the
same scale, preventing the distance being dominated
by the most variable statistic. The threshold h con-
trols the trade-off between runtime and approxi-
mation accuracy, and for R-ABC it is usually se-
lected using the 1% quantile of the distance com-
puted based on the pilot run. However, the relatively
high cost of ERGM simulation can make such algo-
rithm tuning fairly expensive, especially where sam-
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pling must be based on an imprecise prior (which,
as described above, will lead in most cases to degen-
erate or otherwise non-viable graph distributions).
Algorithm 1 Rejection-ABC (R-ABC) algorithm
(Pritchard et al., 1999)
Require: Observed summary statistics sobs = S(yobs), data
generating mechanism p(y|θ), prior pi(θ)
Input: Summary statistics s = S(y)
A desired sample size N > 0.
A distance metric ‖·‖
A threshold parameter h > 0.
Burn-in for MCMC-based simulation for the likeli-
hood (default B = 2n2, where n is the network size)
Compute observed summary statistics sobs =
S(yobs)
1: while i 6 N do
2: θ′ ∼ pi(θ)
3: y′ ∼ p(y|θ′) (burn-in for the MCMC-based simulation
B)
4: s′ = S(y′)
5: if
∥∥s′ − sobs∥∥ 6 h then
6: Set θ(i) = θ′, i = i+ 1
7: end if
8: end while
Output: A set of parameter values
{
θ(i)
}N
i=1
with equal
weights, drawn from piABCh (θ|sobs)
Given these issues, a number of adaptations are re-
quired to make ABC feasible for ERGM inference, Here,
we provide a strategy for approximate Bayesian infer-
ence for ERGM parameters under two different scenar-
ios. We first consider the most common scenario, in
which we either observe the full network or the set of
sufficient statistics is from it, developing a highly paral-
lel algorithm for fast Bayesian inference. In the second
scenario, only a subset of the sufficient statistics can be
observed (potentially alongside other, proxy statistics),
which is typical for sampled, incompletely reported, or
obfuscated network data. While conventional estima-
tion schemes are difficult to apply in these cases with-
out extensive re-engineering, we show that our ABC
approach easily accommodates them. In both cases, we
propose a version of a kernelized ABC-MCMC algo-
rithm for posterior simulation, though we also discuss
KBR-style approaches for efficient posterior moment es-
timation.
3.1 Kernel ABC importance sampling algorithm
To improve the sampling efficiency when only weakly
informative priors are available, we propose to sample
from an importance density rather than the prior. We
also consider alternative kernels to the standard uni-
form kernel employed in the default R-ABC algorithm.
This leads to a kernel ABC importance sampling algo-
rithm (K-ABC-IS), shown here as Algorithm 2. The
easy-to-calculate MPLE is a natural choice for con-
structing an initial proposal distribution when the full
network is available. Specifically, we employ a location-
scale family centered at the MPLE, with a scale matrix
based on the Hessian of the log pseudolikelihood. Be-
cause the curvature of the pseudolikelihood about the
MPLE generally underestimates the variability of the
parameters, we use an “inflated” multivariate Student’s
t proposal Tν with a relatively small degree of freedom
parameter (e.g. ν = 4) whose scale matrix is the inverse
Hessian matrix of the negative log pseudolikelihood at
the MPLE, multiplied by a scaling factor ω > 1 to en-
sure that the sampled parameters are not confined to an
overly narrow region near the MPLE. With the param-
eters sampled from the importance density, we are more
likely to generate graphs that are more similar to the
observed graph, hence improving sampling efficiency.
(Equivalently, we expect that–so long as the data is
reasonably informative, and under reasonable choices of
priors–substantial posterior mass will be concentrated
in the vicinity of the MLE, and hence typically the
MPLE. Use of a heavy-tailed proposal “hedges” this
expectation against the possibility that the MPLE is
a poor initial guess, and ensures adequate weight to
majorize the tails of the posterior distribution.) Algo-
rithm 2 presents the kernel ABC importance sampling
algorithm. Intuitively, the key idea is to “doubly re-
weight” the sampled parameters by both their impor-
tance ratio versus the prior (i.e., how likely the draw
would be to arise under the prior versus the proposal)
and their likelihood of generating graphs that are sim-
ilar to the observed graph in terms of the summary
statistics. As a metric on the space of statistics we em-
ploy the Mahalanobis distance; it serves as a natural
choice because it takes both the variability and corre-
lation of the summary statistics into consideration (an
important factor, since many typical ERGM statistics
are highly correlated). Although many choices of ker-
nel are possible, we here suggest a Gaussian kernel due
to the fact that (1) as a non-compact kernel, it fails
gracefully in sparse regions of the simulation space, and
(2) it is a fairly efficient estimator for smooth distribu-
tions. The bandwidth, h, is here chosen based on a sim-
ple heuristic for kernel density estimation (Silverman,
1986) applied to the the computed Mahalanobis dis-
tance d(i), i = 1, · · · , N distribution. It should be noted
that we do not reject samples in this algorithm, instead
assigning them different weights according to both im-
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portance ratio and kernel weights. We have found that
the proposed algorithm 2 is an improvement over ABC
with smooth rejection (Beaumont et al., 2002) in the
ERGM setting. It is worth noting that more sophisti-
cated approaches for bandwidth selection exist but can
increase the computational cost; as discussed in detail
in later sections, our experience has suggested that the
heuristic bandwith provides comparable performance to
more elaborate schemes with much greater computa-
tional efficiency.
Note that the sampling step in algorithm 2 is em-
barrassingly parallel; since this accounts for the over-
whelming majority of the algorithm’s computational
cost, dramatic performance enhancements are possible
on multi-core hardware. By contrast, the approximate
exchange algorithm must be run serially, and cannot
take advantage of this level of parallelism. On the other
hand, the exchange algorithm has the advantage of ex-
ploring the parameter space in a more controlled man-
ner, guided by the likelihood ratio and prior ratio de-
fined in (9) at each iteration, and in our experiments
has proved to be slightly more efficient than K-ABC-IS
when the latter is run on a single core. When multi-
ple cores are available, K-ABC-IS can be substantially
faster.
Based on the weighted parameters returned by Al-
gorithm 2, we estimate the partial posterior mean of any
scalar function of model parameters, a(θ), E[a(θ)|sobs]
by the kernel estimate
m0,a =
N∑
i=1
w(i)a(θ(i))
=
∑N
i=1 a(θ
(i))w
(i)
I w
(i)
K∑N
i=1 w
(i)
I w
(i)
K
=
∑N
i=1 a(θ
(i))w
(i)
I Kh(d
(i))∑N
i=1 w
(i)
I Kh(d
(i))
. (12)
Note that (12) is similar to the Nadaraya-Watson type
estimator (Nadaraya, 1964; Watson, 1964), which can
be found by minimizing the weighted sum of squared
residuals
WSSR0 =
N∑
i=1
{
a(θ(i))− α
}2
w(i) (13)
By letting a(θ) = θj and θiθj , i, j = 1, · · · , p, we
can obtain the estimate for posterior mean and poste-
rior second moments, hence yielding a natural estimate
of posterior variance based on the identity Var[θj |sobs] =
Algorithm 2 K-ABC importance sampling algorithm
(K-ABC-IS)
Require: Observed summary statistics sobs = S(yobs), data
generating mechanism p(y|θ), prior pi(θ)
Input: A desired sample size N > 0.
A parametric family for proposal distribution
(e.g.multivariate Student’s t proposal distribution, Tν ,
degree of freedom ν).
A scale factor ω
Burn-in for MCMC-based simulation for the likeli-
hood (default B = 2n2, where n is the network size)
A distance metric ‖·‖ (e.g. mahalanobis distance)
Smoothing kernel Kh(·) and scale parameter h > 0.
(Optional) θˆMPLE , I(θˆMPLE)
1: Initialization: µˆ, Σˆ (default µˆ = θˆMPLE , Σˆ =
ωI−1(θˆMPLE)),
set f(θ) ≡ T4(µˆ, Σˆ)
2: for i = 1, 2, · · · , N do
3: θ(i) ∼ f(θ), (unnormalized) importance weight w(i)I =
pi(θ(i))
f(θ(i))
4: y(i) ∼ p(y|θ(i)) (burn-in of the MCMC-based simula-
tion B)
5: s(i) = S(y(i))
6: end for
7: W = 1
N
∑N
i=1(s
(i)−s¯)(s(i)−s¯)ᵀ, where s¯ = 1
N
∑N
i=1 s
(i)
8: d(i) = (s(i) − sobs)ᵀW−1(s(i) − sobs) for i = 1, 2, · · · , N
9: Perform univariate kernel density estimate on d(i), i =
1, 2, · · · , N to obtain a (heuristic) bandwidth h, and fix
h as the scale parameter for the smoothing kernel Kh(·),
kernel weight w
(i)
K ∝ Kh(d(i)).
10: Assign weight to θ(i) as w˜(i) ∝ w(i)I w(i)K , and the corre-
sponding normalized w(i)
Output: A set of parameter values
{
θ(i)
}N
i=1
with weights
w(i), drawn from piABCh (θ|sobs)
E[θ2j |sobs]−(E[θj |sobs])2. From a non-parametric regres-
sion perspective, the proposed estimator in (12) cor-
responds to a locally constant estimate, and more in-
tricate estimation of the posterior moments might be
achieved by using locally linear or polynomial estima-
tors (Blum, 2010) or any state-of-the-art machine learn-
ing techniques as long as the optimization is with re-
spect to the squared error loss (e.g., kernelized WLS).
Note that when the sufficient statistics g(y) are a sub-
set of the selected summary statistics, the resulting es-
timator targets the true posterior mean and standard
deviation.
The construction of posterior intervals is straight-
forward given weighted samples
{
(θ(i), w(i))
}N
i=1
. For
j = 1, · · · , p, the general procedure is as follows:
1. Find the empirical cumulative distribution function
(ECDF) as Fˆj(x) =
1
N
∑N
i=1 1(θ
(i)
j 6 x).
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2. Obtain a smooth approximation F˜j(x) of the ECDF
Fˆj(x) using monotonic spline (e.g. splinefun func-
tion in R, with method set as “monoH.FC”).
3. Find the q-th quantile of F˜j(x) by minimizing the
squared error.
To obtain independent samples from the joint poste-
rior with equal weights, it is possible to use sampling-
importance resampling (SIR) techniques (Rubin, 1987,
1988). The resampling step can be conducted with or
without replacement, but the latter should be favored
when only a few large weights and many small weights
are present (Gelman et al., 1995). Improved SIR with
faster convergence rates and bias-reduced SIR were pro-
posed and studied by Skare et al. (2003). The SIR-based
techniques have proved to be useful for ABC algorithms
producing weighted samples (see, e.g. Mengersen et al.,
2013; Zhu et al., 2016).
The theoretical validity of the proposed ABC algo-
rithm can be justified from an approximate likelihood
perspective (Karabatsos et al., 2018), as it implicitly
works with a kernel density estimate of the likelihood,
i.e.
piABCh (θ|sobs) ∝
∫
Kh(
∥∥∥s∗ − sobs∥∥∥)p(s∗|θ)pi(θ)ds∗.
(14)
In particular, in the typical ERGM case s corresponds
to the sufficient statistics of the proposed model, and
hence piABCh can closely approximate the true poste-
rior for appropriate choice of Kh. As we show below,
a Gaussian kernel appears to work well for the cases
studied here.
3.2 Kernel ABC adaptive importance sampling
algorithm
We consider the idea of adaptive importance sampling
(AIS) (see,e.g. Ortiz and Kaelbling, 2000; Liu, 2008;
Pennanen and Koivu, 2006; Rubinstein and Kroese,
2004) where the initial proposal distribution is not good
enough. This idea can be particularly useful when MPLE
is suspected to be heavily biased (e.g. network size is
small and with strong dyadic dependence) or even not
available (e.g. fitting egocentrically sampled data with
terms involving counts of triangles or higher-order cy-
cles). Algorithm 3 describes the K-ABC adaptive im-
portance sampling (K-ABC-AIS) algorithm, in which
both the proposal distribution and distance function
are updated iteratively based on the points sampled in
most recent step. Prangle (2017) gave some theoretical
support for similar algorithms with compact smoothing
kernels.
Algorithm 3 K-ABC adaptive importance sampling
algorithm (K-ABC-AIS)
Require: Observed summary statistics sobs = S(yobs), data
generating mechanism p(y|θ), prior pi(θ)
Input: Kh(·) (h > 0), B, distance metric ‖·‖ (e.g. maha-
lanobis distance), Tν
Number of rounds of importance sampling T .
Desired sample sizes Nt > 0, t = 1, · · · , T .
Scale factors ωt > 0, t = 1, · · · , T
(Optional) θˆMPLE , I(θˆMPLE)
1: Initialization: Let t = 1 and find µˆ1, Σˆ1 (default µˆ1 =
θˆMPLE , Σˆ1 = ω1I−1(θˆMPLE)),
set f1(θ) ≡ Tν(µˆ1, Σˆ1)
2: for t = 1, · · · , T do
3: for i = 1, · · · , N do
4: θ
(i)
t ∼ ft(θ), (unnormalized) importance weight
w
(i)
I,t =
pi(θ
(i)
t )
f(θ
(i)
t )
5: y
(i)
t ∼ p(y|θ(i)t ) (burn-in of the MCMC-based simu-
lation B)
6: s
(i)
t = S(y
(i)
t )
7: end for
8: Wt =
1
N
∑N
i=1(s
(i)
t − s¯)(s(i)t − s¯)ᵀ, where s¯t =
1
N
∑N
i=1 s
(i)
t
9: d
(i)
t = (s
(i)
t − sobs)ᵀW−1t (s(i)t − sobs) for i = 1, · · · , N
10: Perform univariate kernel density estimate on d
(i)
t , i =
1, 2, · · · , N to obtain a (heuristic) bandwidth ht, and fix
ht as the scale parameter for the smoothing kernel Kht(·)
11: Assign weights to θ
(i)
t as w˜
(i)
t ∝ w(i)I,tw(i)K,t, and the
corresponding normalized w
(i)
t
12: µˆt =
∑Nt
i=1 w
(i)
t θ
(i)
t , Σˆt = ωt
∑Nt
i=1 w
(i)
t (θ
(i)
t −
µˆt)(θ
(i)
t − µˆt)ᵀ.
13: if t<T then
14: ft+1(θ) ≡ T4(µˆt, Σˆt)
15: end if
16: end for
Output: A set of i = 1, · · · , NT samples
{
θ(i)
}NT
i=1
with
weights w
(i)
T , drawn from pi
ABC
h (θ|sobs)
3.3 Proposal Distributions for Importance Sampling
Similar to the importance of proposal distributions in
MCMC (Roberts et al., 1997; Rosenthal, 2011), our pro-
posed algorithms can greatly benefit from a well-chosen
proposal distribution. Our focus here is on probability
densities constructed from a common yet flexible distri-
butional family, the multivariate Student’s t distribu-
tion, Tν(µ,Σ). The easy-to-calculate MPLE is a natural
choice for µ, as it is typically not very far from the high
density region (or, at minimum, likely to be closer than
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the prior mean). To mitigate the potential issue caused
by an overly confident estimate of uncertainty, we con-
sider a relatively small degree of freedom ν = 4 and use
a scale factor ω = 4 to inflate the nominal covariance
matrix given by MPLE. When using adaptive impor-
tance sampling, we advocate the use of a sequence of
gradually decreasing scaling factors ω1, · · · , ωT so as
to avoid wasting too many draws in low-density re-
gions. Similarly, increasing the degree of freedom in
later rounds of importance sampling is also an option.
One potential pitfall for K-ABC-AIS is to split the fixed
computational budget into multiple, very thin portions,
which can in turn lead to an even worse proposal distri-
bution than the one initially suggested (e.g., if the first
round yields an estimate that is worse than the MPLE
itself due to insufficient sampling). We note that sam-
ples from previous rounds can be retained in subsequent
calculations, provided that their importance weights
are handled appropriately; otherwise, however, our ob-
servation has been that using more than two to three
rounds of refinement yields little benefit, and hence it is
more efficient to split a fixed sampling budget into two
(or at most three) waves of sampling than in a larger
number. We describe the results of a simulation exper-
iment investigating the impact of sample size below.
3.4 Bandwidth Selection
A key parameter determining the accuracy of inference
via ABC is the bandwidth, h. If s is sufficient for θ,
and h → 0 we can obtain an arbitrarily good approx-
imation to the true posterior; however, this insight is
of relatively little practical use, since exact matching
of simulated to observed statistics is an event of van-
ishingly small probability. A good working bandwidth
thus strikes a balance between accuracy in approxi-
mating the target distribution (or at least its first sev-
eral moments) and computational efficiency. As intro-
duced in 3.1, we find that a simple bandwidth heuristic
calculated on the distribution of the simulated Maha-
lanobis distances can yield satisfactory and stable per-
formance at very low cost. To achieve a higher accuracy
on the estimation of posterior moments, alternative ap-
proaches that might better serve the purpose in prin-
ciple include cross validation (CV), or k-nearest neigh-
bor CV (kNN CV), given that the goal is to estimate
E[a(θj)|sobs], j = 1, · · · , p at the observed summary
statistics sobs. Bandwidths can also be chosen for each
dimension, albeit with modification of the kernel and
distance metric. However, preliminary experiments us-
ing these methods suggested that bandwidth selection
using these approaches was often unstable, and did not
yield systematic improvement on the heuristic option.
At the same time, these methods were substantially
more computationally expensive than the heuristic, in-
creasing estimation time. Per-statistic bandwidth selec-
tion methods also create challenges for tasks requiring
the same weight to be applied to all elements of a draw
(e.g., posterior sampling, as opposed e.g. to estimation
of marginal posterior moments), as orthogonal kernels
lose the advantage of the Mahalanobis distance in ac-
counting for correlations among statistics (and thereby
efficiency) and correlated kernels are difficult to cali-
brate. Because we found more sophisticated bandwidth
selection schemes to add cost without improving perfor-
mance, we do not pursue them further here. However,
it is plausible that better procedures are possible, and
we regard this as an open problem.
4 Applications
We apply our approach to two benchmark social net-
work datasets of varying sizes. Approximate exchange
algorithm (AEA) was considered to be the current ”gold-
standard” for Bayesian inference of ERGMs. Hence,
to illustrate the accuracy and computational efficiency
of our approach, we compare the proposed algorithm
with AEA. All computations in this paper are imple-
mented in R (R Core Team, 2020) on a computing
server (96GB RAM, with 4 Intel Xeon E5-2690v2 pro-
cessors, operating at 3.00GHz, with 10 processing cores
in each) – we use software suite statnet (Handcock
et al., 2008) to simulate networks from ERGMs, and
we implement AEA using the R package Bergm (Caimo
and Friel, 2014). (Note that Bergm also uses statnet
for MCMC simulation, and hence its implementation
and those of K-ABC methods employed in this pa-
per are directly comparable.) The R code to imple-
ment the algorithm and the data are available from
https://github.com/fyin-stats/K_ABC_ERGMs.
4.1 Karate Club network
The Karate club data (Zachary, 1977) represents a friend-
ship network between 34 members in a US university
karate club in the 1970’s. This network consists of 78
undirected edges as presented in Figure 1, and the in-
terest lies on the effect of triad closure. We consider
the optimal model specification identified in Bouranis
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Fig. 1 Karate club friendship network
et al. (2018), which is g(y) = (g1(y), v(y, φ)). Specif-
ically, g1(y) =
∑
i<j yij is the total number of edges
in the network and v(y, φ) is the geometrically weighted
edgewise shared partner(GWESP) statistic (Hunter and
Handcock, 2006) defined as
v(y, φ) = eφ
n−2∑
k=1
{
1− (1− e−φ)k
}
EPk(y)
where EPk(y) is the number of connected pairs that
have exactly k common neighbors and parameter φ con-
trols the decreasing rates of weights placed on higher
order terms. The GWESP statistic is a common choice
for modeling the tendency of forming local clusters in a
network, and it has intuitive interpretation as there is
diminishing positive return on the odds of an edge for
each additional shared partner (e.g. one more common
friend in the context of friendship network).
We obtain the “ground truth” based on a long AEA
run consisting of 4 population chains (burn-in period
2500, 12500 main iterations for each chain) with a “con-
servative” burn-in for MCMC-based simulation equal
to 100000, which takes 4373.7 seconds (1.215 hours) to
fit. While acknowledging that a holistic comparison be-
tween K-ABC and AEA sampler cannot be easily con-
ducted due to algorithmic differences, we here provide
a more limited comparison of AEA versus the K-ABC
approach for typcal desiderata within a basic test case.
When the total size of proposed samples is fixed, prior
theory leads us to expect the AEA to outperform K-
ABC. However, K-ABC is embarrassingly parallel, and
therefore can base inference on sample sizes that scale
with the number of available cores, given fixed compu-
tational time. (Equivalently, given a fixed number of
simulated graphs, wallclock time can be reduced under
K-ABC by employing a larger number of cores.) Taking
Table 1 Comparison between K-ABC and AEA. K-ABC al-
gorithms (K-ABC-IS, K-ABC-AIS) are run on 30 cores. Wall-
clock runtime reported is the average across 20 runs.
Ground truth MAE RMSE Runtime (secs)
K-ABC-IS (θ1) -3.25 0.09 0.11 14.2
K-ABC-IS (θ2) 1.10 0.07 0.08 14.2
K-ABC-AIS (θ1) -3.25 0.03 0.03 14.8
K-ABC-AIS (θ2) 1.10 0.02 0.03 14.8
AEA (θ1) -3.25 0.02 0.03 94.4
AEA (θ2) 1.10 0.02 0.02 94.4
these facts into consideration, we consider the following
settings,
– K-ABC-IS : One round of importance sampling, sam-
ple size: 32000, degree of freedom ν = 4, scale fac-
tor ω = 4, burn-in for MCMC-based simulation
B = 104.
– K-ABC-AIS : Two rounds of importance sampling,
sample size: (8000,24000), degree of freedom ν1 =
4, ν2 = 4, scale factor ω1 = 4, ω2 = 2, burn-in for
MCMC-based simulation B = 104.
– AEA : 4 population chains, each chain with burn
in = 500, main iters = 1500, auxiliary burn-in (i.e.
burn-in for MCMC-based simulation) = 104
Note that we allow the K-ABC-IS and K-ABC-AIS
to draw a total of 32000 samples, which is 4 times the
total sample size in AEA. To ensure the simulated net-
works used in these three algorithms are of the same
quality, we fix the burn-in period of MCMC-based sim-
ulation to be 10000. Under the above settings, all the
algorithms are run 20 times, and their results are sum-
marized in Table 1. Given the stochastic nature of these
algorithms, the results differ from run to run, but over-
all they are very close to the ground truth. K-ABC-AIS
and AEA yield essentially identical performance with
respect to the estimation of posterior means, but the
runtime of K-ABC-AIS is almost one seventh of that for
AEA. We also note that the K-ABC-AIS performs bet-
ter than K-ABC-IS, as the former gives more accurate
posterior mean estimates, indicating that the adaptive
scheme is indeed helpful for producing a better proposal
distribution.
Figure 2 shows that K-ABC matches closely to each
marginal posterior distribution from the ground truth.
It is worth mentioning that the posterior marginal den-
sity for K-ABC is constructed based on unweighted
samples obtained using sampling-importance resampling
(SIR) with replacement.
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Fig. 2 Estimated marginal posterior distribution of θ. The grey line and grey dotted line represent the MLE and MPLE,
respectively.
4.2 Faux Mesa High School network
The Faux Mesa High school network represents a to-
tal of 203 undirected friendship relations in a synthetic
high school of 205 students based on an observed high
school in the western U.S. (Handcock et al., 2008), and
it is widely used as a realistic test network for statistical
procedures. Figure 3 shows that the network is sparse
and a large proportion of edges are formed between stu-
dents in the same grade, suggesting a strong homophily
effect on grade. The presence of some local clusters is in-
dicative of the bias towards the formation of triangles
(i.e. transitivity effect). Bearing the observed facts in
mind, we consider a model with the following 3 statis-
tics:
g1(y) =
∑
i<j
yij g2(y) =
∑
i<j
yij1(xi = xj)
g3(y) = v(y, φ)
where xi represents the grade of i-th individual and
1(·) is the indicator function, hence g2(y) counts the
total number of edges connecting individuals from the
same grade. v(y, φ) is the geometrically weighted edge-
wise shared partner (GWESP) statistic
w(y, φ) = eφ
n−2∑
k=1
{
1− (1− e−φ)k
}
EPk(y)
Fig. 3 Faux Mesa High School friendship network. Colours
indicate the grade.
where the decay parameter is fixed at 0.5 here, as
suggested in the model proposed in Hunter et al. (2008).
As large friendship networks are usually sparse with
a high degree of homophily and transitivity (Goodreau,
2007), we consider a multivariate Gaussian prior cen-
tered at µ0 = (−2, 0.5, 0.5) and covariance matrix Σ0 =
5I3; this corresponds to an a priori belief that the coef-
ficient associated with the edges term g1(y) is likely to
be negative and those associated with the effect of grade
homophily and transitivity are likely to be positive. The
relatively large standard deviations ensure the statisti-
cal inference cannot be dominated by the prior belief.
Also, given the sparsity of the observed data (network
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Table 2 Comparison between K-ABC and AEA. K-ABC al-
gorithm (K-ABC-AIS) is run on 30 cores. Wall-clock runtime
reported is the average across 20 runs.
Ground truth MAE RMSE Runtime (secs)
K-ABC-AIS (θ1) -6.20 0.04 0.05 283.6
K-ABC-AIS (θ2) 1.97 0.01 0.01 283.6
K-ABC-AIS (θ3) 1.24 0.07 0.07 283.6
AEA (θ1) -6.20 0.03 0.03 1078.3
AEA (θ2) 1.97 0.01 0.01 1078.3
AEA (θ3) 1.24 0.06 0.06 1078.3
density ≈ 0.01), the observed edge-count based suffi-
cient statistics might be a lot closer to their lower bound
(0) than to their upper bound (total number of edges,
n(n−1)
2 ) and their distribution might be right-skewed,
hence the proposed weighting scheme will unfairly favor
the sparse graph. As a remedy, we consider a monotonic
power-law transformation, T (u) =
√
u+ 1 on the suffi-
cient statistics when implementing K-ABC procedure.
The “ground truth” is again obtained based on a
“conservative” AEA run, where we choose a large num-
ber of auxiliary iterations, e.g. 5 × 105, and run AEA
for sufficiently long – 6 population chains, each with
burn-in = 4000, main-iters = 16000 to ensure that the
resulting samples can provide an adequate approxima-
tion to the “true” target (17.7 hours, 63669.7 seconds).
We compare the K-ABC-AIS algorithm with the AEA
under the following settings –
– K-ABC-AIS : Two rounds of importance sampling,
sample size: (24000,96000); degree of freedom ν1 =
4, ν2 = 4; scale factor ω1 = 4, ω2 = 2, burn-in for
MCMC-based simulation B = 5× 104.
– AEA : 6 population chains, each chain with burn-in
= 1000, main iters = 4000, auxiliary burn-in (i.e.
burn-in for MCMC-based simulation) = 5× 104
Note that in this case we also allow the K-ABC-AIS
to draw a total of 120000 samples, which is 4 times the
total sample size in AEA. Table 2 shows that the point
estimates given by K-ABC-AIS and AEA show virtu-
ally identical performance. Figure 4 shows that the es-
timated marginal distributions are similar, but we also
notice that there is discrepancy between the marginal
posterior distribution of the GWESP parameter esti-
mated based on the K-ABC-AIS, AEA and the “ground
truth.” Such behavior suggests that a sufficiently long
burn-in period for simulating from ERGMs can play a
crucial role in both AEA and K-ABC type algorithms.
4.3 Computational efficiency of K-ABC with parallel
computing
We further investigate the computational efficiency of
the proposed K-ABC approach. The presented results
suggest that - (1) K-ABC seems to be able to produce
comparable results to AEA when the total sample size
is 4 times that of AEA; (2) K-ABC-AIS can produce
more accurate estimations than K-ABC-IS, and it is
advisable to allocate one fifth of the total sample size
to the first round of importance sampling step. There-
fore, we compare the computational efficiency between
K-ABC-AIS and AEA under the settings which give
similar level of estimation accuracy. Figure 5 illustrates
the relative computing time of the K-ABC-AIS algo-
rithm and AEA for the two networks Karate club (34
nodes), Faux Mesa High (205 nodes) for an increasing
number of computing cores.
The relative computing time is defined as the ratio
of K-ABC-AIS time to AEA time, and thus a relative
computing time greater than 1 indicates that the AEA
computing time is shorter, while a relative computing
time smaller than 1 indicates that the K-ABC-AIS pro-
vides faster results.
Figure 5 demonstrates that both networks only re-
quire five cores for the K-ABC-AIS to outperform the
computing time of the AEA and that the computing
time can be further reduced if more computing cores
are available as we can get five-fold reduction on the
computing time when 30 computing cores are used. We
expect further reduction on the computing time as the
serial part of the K-ABC-AIS algorithm only takes a
small portion of the total runtime.
5 Further Extensions
The proposed K-ABC approach has a wide range of con-
nections to existing Bayesian computation techniques,
including regression-adjustment ABC, Bayes Linear Anal-
ysis, and Kernel Bayes’ rule. Techniques and extensions
developed in these literatures could naturally be applied
our case, without requiring extensive modification of
our approach.
It is particularly worth noting the connection be-
tween K-ABC and Kernel Bayes’ rule (KBR) (Fuku-
mizu et al., 2011). Both of them provide posterior es-
timates in the form of a kernel mean, but the fun-
damental goal of K-ABC is obtaining samples from
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Fig. 4 Estimated marginal posterior distribution of θ. The grey line and grey dotted line represent the MLE and MPLE,
respectively.
Fig. 5 The y-axis gives the ratio of the K-ABC-AIS time to that of the AEA time. Values below 1 indicate that the K-ABC-AIS
requires a shorter computing time.
an approximation to the posterior distribution, while
KBR can generate empirical estimates via the kernel
approaches that converge to the true posterior mean
embedding in the limit of infinite sample size (Fuku-
mizu et al., 2013). The connection with KBR also makes
plain the extent to which estimation of posterior mo-
ments (and hence quantiles) is fundamentally a non-
parametric regression problem, where we seek to esti-
mate E[a(θ)|yobs] (for some function a(·)) from a super-
population defined by the joint distribution of y and θ.
Because this regression is for us a purely computational
device, any scheme that performs well and is compu-
tationally efficient is potentially useful. While we here
use an approach that is equivalent to classical kernel
regression, kernelized weighted least squares would be
another natural choice, as might more exotic alterna-
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tives such as random forests or neural networks. The
primary advantage of such methods is their flexibility
in fitting complex functions with minimal user input, an
asset that is of obvious relevance in this application. On
the other hand, methods that require expensive train-
ing procedures to calibrate nuisance parameters may
not improve performance sufficiently to justify the in-
creased cost. Further work will need to be done to de-
termine which techniques, including linear adjustments
(Beaumont et al., 2002; Blum et al., 2013), non-linear
adjustments (Blum and Franc¸ois, 2010), yield net per-
formance gains.
Another possible direction might be approximat-
ing the posterior by a multivariate normal distribu-
tion, based on the classic Bernstein-von Mises theorem
(Van der Vaart, 2000). There is recent work on varia-
tional Bayesian inference for ERGMs (Tan and Friel,
2020) based on the adjusted pseudo-likelihood (Boura-
nis et al., 2018), in which the posterior density pi(θ|yobs)
is approximated by a Gaussian distribution qλ(θ), and
the parameters λ = {µ,Σ} are found by minimizing the
Kullback-Leibler divergence (or equivalently maximiz-
ing the evidence lower bound). Provided the Gaussian
approximation is valid, the proposed approach enables
the construction of Gaussian distribution based on es-
timated posterior mean and posterior second moments.
In case the resulting covariance matrix is not positive
definite, post correction methods can be adopted (e.g.,
Løland et al., 2013). To date, general variational infer-
ence for ERGMs without the knowledge of MLE has
not proven successful outside of demonstration mod-
els, and it is unclear whether its limitations can be
overcome. However, variational approximations may be
useful as additional tools for seeding ABC proposal dis-
tributions, especially in the dense graph regime where
typical MCMC algorithms are often slow.
Finally, we note that extensions of the methods con-
sidered here to temporal ERGMs (TERGMs), ERGMs
with latent variables, or other more complex cases are
fairly straightforward given the ability to simulate from
the data generating process. In particular, the modular
structure of the K-ABC algorithm makes it relatively
easy to accommodate such extensions within a single
computational framework, so long as a simulation al-
gorithm for the extended model is available. This is in
contrast with existing strategies for ERGM inference,
where are generally specialized for fairly narrow classes
of models. This feature makes K-ABC a promising foun-
dation for building ERGM-based modeling tools that
are substantially more flexible than those currently in
use.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced a kernelized approximate
Bayesian computation (K-ABC) procedure for ERGMs,
exploiting the algorithm’s parallelizability to show sub-
stantial performance gains versus standard methods when
multiple cores are available. In typical cases, the avail-
ability of sufficient statistics facilitates inference using
this approach, as does the availability of relatively inex-
pensive crude initial estimates that can be used to con-
struct effective proposal distributions for importance
sampling. Further enhancements in performance can
be obtained by iterative refinement of initial estimates,
though our simulation studies suggest that (given a
fixed budget) a small number of larger samples is usu-
ally preferred to many waves of small samples. Compar-
ing our approach with the current state-of-the-art (the
approximate exchange algorithm), we find that K-ABC
adaptive importance sampling algorithm (K-ABC-AIS)
is able to produce estimates of comparable quality at
greatly reduced wall-clock time so long as multiple cores
are available. In a serial setting (i.e., when only one
core can be used), the more refined sampling scheme
of AEA is more efficient than the ABC techniques ex-
plored here, and we would recommend it as the pre-
ferred approach in this case. AEA also has the advan-
tage of providing very high-quality posterior approxi-
mations when run with sufficiently rigorous settings (al-
beit at very high cost). The two approaches thus have
distinct advantages and disadvantages. One potentially
useful asset of the proposed K-ABC algorithm is that it
is immediately extensible to non-standard cases (such
as inference from proxy statistics) that are difficult to
handle using other techniques. It is also far easier to
implement than AEA. This makes K-ABC a natural
choice when flexibility or ease of implementation are
considerations, especially if speed is of the essence.
Though parsimoniously modeling dependencies of
scientific interest in networks is the primary objective
for ERGMs, the development of efficient Bayesian infer-
ence on higher-dimensional ERGMs is favorable. With
the recent development on high dimensional ABC algo-
rithms ((Nott et al., 2014; Li et al., 2017)), we envision
ABC as a promising framework.
Finally, we note that there are many variations on
the specific implementation decisions pursued here; though
we investigated the consequences of several such deci-
sions via two case studies, there are far more possibil-
ities for expansion and modification of the base algo-
rithm than can be considered in any one study. We are
thus optimistic for the potential for further enhance-
16 Fan Yin ID , Carter T. Butts
ment of this very promising approach to ERGM infer-
ence.
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